How To Predict U.S. General Elections (and the Resulting Future)
Even though all the media (except Fox News) refused to call it, I did. So far tonight, Tuesday, November
8, 2016 at 11:45pm PST, all but two of my stated predications panned out correctly. Right now MI has a
95% chance of going Trump and PA has about a 98% Trump count. He only needs one of them to win,
IMHO. All the rest will go down just as I predicted...
(2020 vs 2016 results)

http://cjessup.tmi-america.com/CJessup/Electors-2016.htm
http://cjessup.tmi-america.com/CJessup/Electors-2020.htm
UPDATE
Soon after the 2016 election I also added a list of 10 good reasons why voting for Trump was the right
thing to do (given the fact that Hillary Rotten Felon Clinton was the only other real option). As of April
16, 2016 I have updated this list with a quick status of any progress made on that front as well (see blue
text below). Plus AG Jeff Sessions recently issued a very good statement concerning all the “sanctuary
cities” that is a giant step in the right direction.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vteYl7xi-Vg
Key things to remember about the 2016 election, once Trump took over in the White House:
1 – Trump can replace all the corrupt people in Obama’s administration (DOJ, Homeland Security, EPA,
IRS, etc.) with honest people, then lock her (Hillary Rotten Clinton and her corrupt hubby) and all her
corrupt insiders (per WikiLeaks) up.
So far, Trump has replaced the heads of DOJ, HS and EPA and installed a real Secretary of State and UN
Ambassador (and perhaps even the IRS head). Unfortunately nobody in Justice has arrested Hillary
Rotten Clinton yet. But, perhaps that is still on the table if Jeff Sessions and Congress decide to make
James Comey to do his job in the FBI.
Likewise, I am betting all the White House leaks, illegal monitoring and “unmasking” that took place
under Obama during, and soon after, the election are going to be investigated and the leakers will,
sooner or later, be charged. We can only cross our fingers.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Logan_Act
2 – Trump can reverse all of Obama’s illegal executive orders (see #3).
Many of Obama’s illegal executive orders have already been reversed, including those in the illegal
immigration area. On top of that, thanks to Trump, he has issued two new orders (so far blocked by
liberal thinking, corrupt judges) designed to legally ban people from 6 or 7 middle east countries
crawling with terrorists and which, in the process, has helped to flush out several corrupt state AGs,
judges and terrorist supporting organizations around the country within states like WA, HI, MD, MN, NY
and VA.
In the meantime a lot of states such as Republican lead TX, AL, AZ, AR, FL, KS, OK, SC, SD, and WV, plus
Democrat lead LA and MT, and MS’s state Governor (but not the MS AG) have joined in favor of Trump’s

EO. Apparently these states have people who follow the law which are starting to back Trump’s
leadership…
https://www.bloomberg.com/politics/articles/2017-03-27/13-states-file-brief-to-court-supporting-trump-s-travel-ban

3 – Trump can then seal the southern border and start to get rid of all the illegals per the LAW.
The wall Trump promised is in the bidding stage. Thousands of construction companies, some even
from Mexico, have already submitted bids. The media will try to frame it as an expensive project and
nearly impossible to do in many areas of the border for all sorts of reasons. But, the fact is, Congress
has already approved a budget and taken care of most of the legal hurtles (addressed under Bush) for
the wall long ago. Likewise, nobody said it would be done in 7 days. It will be phased in over time and,
knowing Trump, the most heavily traveled areas where illegals are passing through with the help of
cartels and human trafficking guides will be closed off first; something the media avoids any mention of
as well. It won’t be long now…
https://www.usnews.com/opinion/op-ed/articles/2017-03-09/building-president-donald-trumps-mexico-border-wall-wont-be-easy

4 – With Trump and a majority Senate (also probably retained by the GOP) the Supreme Court has a
much better chance of having justices nominated who know how to read our Constitution and enforce
it; vs. a bunch of corrupt liberal judges being added who try to make law from the bench.
Neil Gorsuch, who was a good, solid choice, has been added to the SCOTUS. The more the democrats
tried to block him the better this choice seems to have been. Now that the Senate has changed the
rules for approving future judges it will be easy to fix the corrupted SCOTUS of late and to start
upholding the rule of law vs. implementing some sort of liberal think judicial system based on zero logic.
And I am also betting if Trump’s ban on terrorist countries shows up in SCOTUS one of these days
Gorsuch will probably help to uphold the ban, along with most of the other judges on the bench, even
some of Obama’s left leaning judges.
5 – We will not have to worry about losing our 2nd Amendment right to KEEP and BEAR arms in order to
overthrow any tyrannical government the DNC cooks up in the future; like the one we would have
gotten with the Clintons at the helm.
http://conservativetribune.com/trump-plan-2nd-amendment/
http://dailycaller.com/2017/02/24/trump-promises-to-protect-2nd-amendment-at-cpac/
6 – Trump and Congress can repeal “Obama No Care” (using the exact same tricks Harry Reid used to get
it passed in the first place... what’s good for the goose is good for the gander); as long as the GOP has
one or two extra votes in the Senate.
The GOP is playing games thanks to the GOP “establishment” outnumbering the “conservative House
Freedom Caucus” in the House of Representatives. The conservatives wanted a real, solid house
cleaning when it comes to Obama No Care. What happens in the Senate is anyone’s guess right now.
Ryan and the rest of the House wanted to quickly pass a half-baked number. There are pros and cons to
both approaches. Either way, it will soon become apparent that the Freedom Caucus was more right
than wrong and that the GOP’s games may slow down the end result but, sooner or later, they will have
to step up to the plate and pass a bill similar to the one that got to Obama’s desk back in 2016 once
again (http://thehill.com/homenews/administration/265078-obama-vetoes-healthcare-bill-repeal).

IF the GOP insiders don’t suck it up they will pay the price in 2018 and the voters will drain that part of
the swamp for Trump also. All Trump has to do is rally support forcing the GOP insiders to wake up and
push a real deal Bill through. Then Trump can sign the repeal once it finally gets to his desk.
The Democrats, in the meantime, with help from their fake news media backers, will try everything they
can to make it seem like Trump now owns Obama No Care and that he can’t negotiate anything in DC.
Typical D.C. politics. Trump will end up looking good, some of the old guard GOP will be ousted, the
communist democrats in the Senate and House will lose more seats in 2018 and in the long run Obama
No Care will be flushed down the toilet where it belongs. Just a matter of time.
7 – Someone like Trump can easily find a CPA who can figure out how to cut taxes, make the tax laws
easier to deal with, and stop all the bleeding in our national debt; one good start would be to get rid of
about 1 million federal government dead wood employees in the above mentioned corrupt
departments of the government (EPA, IRS, etc.).
Trump has already taken executive actions to cut dead wood in the halls of the Federal Administration in
order to improve tax payer cash flow and free up funds to go towards other areas, like defense. But, so
far, the House has not started the ball rolling on revising the tax system per Trump’s ideas… using the
excuse that repealing Obama No Care had to come first in order to sort out what effect that would have
on cash flow as well. There is some truth to that stance.
Having a business person, who knows something about running a lean, continuous improvement project
within a large organization will, at the very least, result in a smaller government over time. If Trump and
the GOP can get the tax rates for businesses lowered, and make personal taxation simpler (and even
less) that should free up money in the economy to hire more people that will pay taxes out of bigger
payrolls and who will buy more goods and services. So, more power to Trump, if he can get it done.
That would be a win-win, even if Congress and the democrats buck the idea.
8 – Trump can deal with all the rogue nations by rebuilding our military with a few good men that would
NEVER enlist with Clinton in command and by opening up our energy sector so we don’t rely on Middle
East oil anymore; with Trump we have a chance again.
Trump is working on defense already; his Secretary of State is already starting to address North Korea,
China, Japan and the Middle East ISIS/terrorist/Syria situation once again.
https://www.navytimes.com/articles/before-the-missiles-flew-at-syria-a-mad-dash-across-the-mediterranean
http://www.fox32chicago.com/news/national/248627460-story
http://www.fox32chicago.com/news/national/248560177-story

And the Key Stone Pipeline plug has been removed which will boost both Canadian and American jobs
and natural resource utilization.
http://business.financialpost.com/news/energy/the-u-s-state-department-approves-transcanadas-keystone-pipeline
http://www.cnbc.com/2017/02/23/trump-keystone-dakota-access-pipeline-makers-must-buy-us-steel.html

It won’t be long now for more folks to get back to work building upon things Trump has promised to get
done.
9 – Trump can start making smart deals with our allies, and NATO, and tell our enemies to take a long
walk off a short peer. See #8 above.

10 – Once all of the above items are addressed, large and small businesses, the markets, and the
economy will start to recover once again, people will get off of food stamps and the government dole
and get back to work again AND, who knows, maybe Trump can even get rid of the money printing FED.
See all of the above. Obama and his idol worshippers will claim that Obama is the one who started all of
these initiatives and the economy was already on its way to recovery. However, maintaining U.S. free
trade and capitalism and keeping job growth on a real sustainable rate of recovery will only be
maintained under Trump. Clinton would have resulted in an early Death Nell had she and her
liberal/socialists law breakers been allowed to carry on where Obama left off.
That’s my $.02 and my predictions for the future.

